Abstract-RazakSat1 was launched at Near Equatorial Orbit (NEqO) where Trapped Protons / Electrons (TP/TE) and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) has intensive effect on satellite's memory like SRAM based FPGA. Due to this devastating effect, it is important to investigate the radiation environment of the orbit to predict the SEU rate for 6T SRAM, which is the building block of SRAM based FPGA. This study investigates the radiation environment in NEqO specifically for the orbit of RazakSat satellite. Solar Event Particles (SEPs), Trapped Protons / Electrons (TP/TE) and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) are the three main sources of radiation which are taken to consideration in this study. The fluxes spectra of these three types are simulated and SEU rates for 180nm 6T SRAM are predicted using SPENVIS models for NEqO orbit. The results show that GCR fluxes are the most dominant at NEqO which reached to 105 MeV whereas TE has 4MeV and TP has the second dominant fluxes with 400 MeV. However, if the magnetic shielding atmosphere is on, there are no solar particles fluxes and almost no SEU was detected. Results also illustrate that SEU rates at NEqO is 0.5 upset / bit day when there is no shielding to the device (6T SRAM) but this rates reduced by 1.6 x 10 6 times when the device shielded by 0.5 g/cm 2 of Aluminium. Comparisons of NEqO with polar orbit in terms of shielding effect and SEU rates are also presented in this study.
I. INTRODUCTION
Satellites at higher orbits are more exposed to radiation compared to those at the low earth orbit (LEO) which has lower risk of higher radiation damage and exposer [1] . RazakSat was launched in 2009 in Near Equatorial Orbit (NEqO), which is a niche orbit for Malaysia at 685 km altitude with 9 degree inclination [2] . RazakSat was launched with an objective of Malaysia's development by aiding land management, resource development and forestry [3] . After the launching of RazakSat, unfortunately communication gradually fades and completely lost after a year. True reason for this disruption is still unknown but it is believe that space radiation environment has much to do with it [4] [5]. This is because, even in low altitudes, satellites are still exposed to relatively high radiation because of variation in the solar cycle phase [4] . In this phase it is important to investigate Solar Event Particles (SEPs), Trapped Protons / Electrons (TP/TE) and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR). These type of radiation has high Linear Energy Transfer (LET) value and remarkable effect on satellite's memory like SRAM based FPGA. To investigate the radiation effect on satellite's memory it is important to know the Single Event Upset (SEU) rate in 6T SRAM (Static Random Access Memory), which is the building block for SRAM based FPGA [7] [6] .
In this study, space radiation, i.e., trapped particles (TP/TE), SEPs and GCR in the NEqO will be examined in order to investigate the orbital radiation environment. Moreover, SEU rates were calculated for an 180nm 6T SRAM cell under this specific orbit for RazakSat by using SPENVIS online tool. Finally, the orbital data of RazakSat is compared with the higher inclination satellite, Aqua which is located in polar orbit. This paper is organized as follow. Section II briefly reports the methodology followed and the simulation tools to model NEqO radiations and SEU. Section III discusses the obtained radiation and the SEU rates results. Furthermore, the section compares the results with high inclination orbit. Finally, section IV reviews summary and conclusion of this study.
II. METHODOLOGY AND SIMULATION
In this study, SPENVIS is used to assess the space environment and to inspect its effects on spacecraft. SPENVIS is a software with web-based interface. It is specifically chosen for its capabilities of including almost all models of the space environment. This research uses Malaysian RazakSat satellite's orbital data in order to represent the NEqO orbit at 685 km altitude and 9° inclination. The SEU rates are then calculated based on the ion energy spectra produced by trapped particles and/or solar particles and/or galactic cosmic ray spectra. The radiation fluxes and SEU rates obtained from this simulation are compared to the same simulation but with high inclination satellite. Aqua satellite is taken as an example with approximately same altitude but with an inclination of 98.2˚. It should be noted that the ion energy spectra is adjusted for spacecraft shielding.
In order to estimate SEU rates, AP/AE-8, CRÈME-96 and ISO15390 standard models were used to model 'the trapped particles', 'solar particles' and 'GCR particles' respectively. Before calculating the upset rates, the ion energy spectra were corrected for spacecraft shielding and by selecting a rectangular parallelepiped (RPP), the corresponding LET spectra were determined using the CRÈME algorithm. Direct ionization cross section method is used with constant LET (CREME) Algorithm. The crosssection sizes were chosen based on the size of the NMOS transistors, (drain size) are X x Y x Z = 1μm x 0.18μm x 0.01μm. The same dimensions were used in PSPICE simulation in order to find out the critical charge values that are used in SPENVIS to obtain the SEU rates, with Silicon (Si) used as the material.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The models used in this paper are trapped proton (TP), solar proton (SP) and galactic cosmic rates (GCR). The description and result of each model is given below:
Trapped Proton/Electron Fluxes
The selected models for trapped particles are AP-8 for protons and AE-8 for electrons. The two models were chosen particularly because these models can incorporate a wide range of energies for the whole region of the Earth's radiation belt [1] [8] .AP-8 Min model is used for trapped protons simulation and AE-8 Min model is used for trapped electrons simulation. Figure 1 However, electrons spectra (Figure 1 (b) ) shows that their maximum energy limit is 4 MeV. These energies are insufficient to cause single event effects because SEU happens at energies up to 30Mev [8] . Hence, trapped electrons are not considered as this AE-8 model in SPENVIS does not cover high electron energy. Only trapped protons are considered in the upset rates calculations in this paper. 
Galactic Cosmic Rays GCR Fluxes
Regarding the GCR simulations, the ISO 15390 model was chosen and applied. It is because this model incorporates the sun's magnetic field and all particles variations of solar activity throughout 22-year cycles, it takes account of the latest solar minimum data from May 1996. It can be seen that, the minimum energy of GCR was 0.10 MeV/n, while, the highest energy reached up to 1.1e +4 MeV/n. The GCR fluxes in the Polar orbits orbit was higher than that of NEqO. The model indicates that Aqua is more exposed to GCR particles than RazakSat because of their higher inclinations. This high energy plays a great role in radiation effects, which should be truly considered at this orbit. Previous study was done with also ISO model and similar result were obtained [2] .
Solar Particles Fluxes
The CRÈME96 model incorporates the effect of the ionic charges of SPE heavy ions on geomagnetic transmission to low Earth orbits [10] . Therefore, solar flare protons environment is simulated using this model over the mission duration with and without magnetic shielding. Figure 3 illustrates Solar Proton spectra flux at NEqO and Polar orbit for 3 years duration. The minimum energy of solar protons was 0.10 MeV, whereas the highest energy attained was 500 MeV. This is the main source of single event upset to SRAMs, especially when there is no magnetic shielding. 
Single Event Upset (SEU) Rates
The SEU rates for Al shielded (0.5 g/cm 2 ) and unshielded 6T-SRAM cell at Q node (drain off-NMOS) for 180nm technology over 1095 days period (3 years) at NEqO are plotted in Figure 4 . The critical charges were extracted from PSPICE simulation, where the supplied voltage ranged from 0.2V to 1V. It is observed that 180nm SRAM is vulnerable to SEU for a critical charge that ranged between 1 to 12 fC. The recorded SEU rate was approximately 0.5 /bitday at Qcrit = 2fC in unshielded 180nm Q node. However, when the node is shielded, the upset rates were less for every critical charge. Hence, a shielding of Aluminium (0.5 g/cm 2 ) reduced the upset rates roughly to around 1.6 x 10 6 and 0.8 x 10 5 times for Polar Orbit and NEqO respectively. Moreover, in NEqO, SEU rates were 19 times more than polar orbit rates in case of shielding by 0.5 g/cm 2 of Aluminium, while without shielding the rates were equal for both orbits. 
Radiation Effects on SEU
Different types of radiation have different effects on SRAM cell owing to their different nature and energy. Hence, to compare their effects, several types of graphs are shown: Figure 5 (a) Figure 5(c) show the results simulated on the 180nm 6T SRAM shielded and unshielded at NEqO orbit respectively while Figure 5 (b) and Figure 5(d) show the SEU rates at Polar orbit (Aqua satellite) with shielding and without shielding respectively. The solar proton SEU rates simulation was run when the magnetic shielding is off. However, there is no SEU rate's obtained when the magnetic shielding is present. From Figure 5 (a) and Figure 5(c) , it is noticed that for each radiation type, when the Qcrit increases, the SEU rates decrease. This decrease is sharper when the cell is shielded. It can be seen that at Qcrit of 2fC, the recorded SEU rate of SP was 2x10 -5 upsets/bitday, whereas for GCR rates is less than SP by around four orders of magnitude (3x10 -9 /bitday). While for TP, SEU rate is less than six orders of magnitude (3x10 -11 /bitday) compared to SP. The applied SPENVIS model show no TP SEU rates at critical charges higher than 4.2fC which suggested that the SEU rates are negligible. Figure 5 (b) and Figure 5(d) show the same GCR SEU rates were recorded before and after shielding. In these, figures, shielding of 0.5 g/cm 2 of aluminium shows no effect on this type of radiations. Similarly, NEqO show shielding has no effect in Figure 5 
IV. CONCLUSION
This study has investigated the radiation environment in NEqO specifically for RazakSat satellite' orbit. Three main radiation sources are taken into consideration namely, Solar Event Particles (SEPs), Trapped Protons / Electrons (TP/TE) and Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR). The fluxes spectra of the three types were simulated and shown using SPENVIS models. Single Event Upset rates for 180nm 6T SRAM were also predicted in NEqO orbit and compared with polar Orbit radiations and SEU rates.
It was found that when the magnetic shielding is off, the solar protons (SP) are the most dominant radiation that causes SEU. GCR are the second most influential radiation that causes SEU followed by the trapped protons are. However, when the magnetic shielding is on there were no solar particles fluxes thus no SEU rates are detected. In this case, GCR radiation is the most dominant and trapped proton are the second dominant. As for polar orbit radiation, fluxes were much higher than NEqO radiation for all particles. In regards to SEU rates when there is no shielding on the device (drain of NMOS 6T SRAM), the SEU rate is 0.5 upset / bit day. In contrary, when there is shielding of 0.5 g/cm 2 of Aluminium, a decrease of 6 orders of magnitude is observed with NEqO. Surprisingly, TP SEU rates at NEqO were 10 times higher than the rates at polar orbit even though the radiation fluxes were lower in NEqO. On the other hand, shielding has no effect on SEU GCR rates in both orbits.
